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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Ihese macroions, commonly referred to  at lonene polymers,* Inherently 
possess both polar and nonpolar features, In fa c t, on* can form ally view 
lononas as a lternating  copolymers of Ion ic and hydrophobic structura l u n its . 
Nacromolecular character l i t  1c* such as charge density, r ig id it y ,  and 
hydrophobic 1ty can read ily be contro lled through variations In  R and i ' .  the 
polymeric nature of these Molecules gives them high charge densities along 
th e ir backbones which In turn produce strong e le c tric  f ie ld s «♦  th e ir  
periphery. Much of the unusual behavior of po lye lectro lytes can be a ttribu ted  
to  th is  e le c tr ic a l e ffe c t.
This study was In itia te d  to  explore the synthesis and properties of 
lonene polymers Incorporating aromatic structura l units Into th e ir backbone.
I t  was fe lt  that the Introduction of such groups could s ig n ific a n tly  a lte r two 
Inportant Molecular aspects of these polymers. F irs t , chain f le x ib i l i t y  would
j l m  r ite  to  a unique c last of quarternary ammonium compounds at a 
consequence of H t  aromatic ch a racte ristics. Uni Ik a the tetracoordl naked 
ammonium structure (1) which hat its  p o s itive  charge loca lized  on a tin g le  
nitrogen atom* the pyrldlnium  io n 's  charge is  somewhat more delocalized ty  the 
pretence of the aromatic r in g .3 The ca tion ic potentia l fo r  the pyrldlnium  
moiety can thus be viewed at being more d iffu se  or emended in  ceapertton to  
i t s  tetraeoordinated analog.
lonene polymers are generally prepared ty  extending the Nenschutktn 
reaction (equation 1) to d ifunctional
IV
nitrogen Ion* p a ir. Dm Molecular w eight! of these poly Ions varied frow 3350 
to  IM O O , When m was 4 to  5, • va rie ty of c y c lic , low Molecular weight sa lts
were obtained.11 When m was 3 or greater than 6, a polymeric quaternary sa lt 
was formed.6*7 For n • 3, polym erisation proceeded through a four mamberod 
ring  Intermediate ( V I I I )  as shown In equation 6.
M a rv e l's  scheme s u ffe re d  from th e  l im it a t io n  th a t only symm etrical 
lonenes could be p re p are d . Kern and Ire n n e ls ln ® *9 prepared unsymmetrlcal 
lonene polymers by re a c tin g  N ,« » N ' ,  N ' -ta tr e m e th y l- *  ,w d 1a m 1 noalkanes ( I X )  ta d  
« ,M -d lh a lo e 1k a n e s  (X ) os o u tlin e d  In  e q uatio n  6 . This scheme p ro ved t o  bo
W  *
IX  X
(6 )
much more ve rsa tile  in  the sente that unsymmetrlcal lonenes could bo obtained, 
and the distance between p ositive  centers could be varied almost a t w i l l .
Kern's work was Interrupted and fu rthe r Investigation 1n th is  tree was 
not continued u n til Remboum's work began In  Iff? .* *  lembaum********* employed 
both k in e tic  and structura l studies to  elucidate the fin e r d e ta ils  and
synthetic lim ita tions of the reaction shown In  equation 6. The k in e tic
studies revealed that the reaction rate was greatly Influenced by the s»y 
values and d ie le c tric  constant of the solvent.** Furthermore, the reaction  
rate was generally found to  be of second order,** Ind icating that 1t proceeds 
through a b1molecular process. Structural data**** revealed that the 
re su ltin g  products were e ither c y c lic  d1ammonium compounds (X I) , lin e a r
, ' r  ^ ^  r^  £ >' /:; -
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Mhen x,y values favorotf lonene formation i t  wst found t i l t  molecular w e ig it and 
y ie ld  increased as tha distance between charged canters increased.1*1®
E p ic a l molecular weights were between 10.000 and 50.000 and y ie ld s  were 
usually around 901 thus making th is  reaction scheme (aquation t )  a general end 
useful method fo r lonene synthesis.
Several Investigators have extended th is  method to  produce mixed 
aliphatic-arom atic lonenes w ith equal success.*2«15-1J 
Solid State Structure and Properties
Very l i t t le  Information 1s available on the so lid  state structure and 
properties of lonene polymers, The available X-ray d iffra c tio n  data1*1®*19 
suggests that the c ry s ta llin ity  of these m aterials can be quite high. These 
studies revealed that c ry s ta llin ity  1 ncreases as the symmetry of the macroion
■";-v . . ';-V' .[-S'
Increases ( l .e .  s im ila r x and y values). Furthermore, the degree of 
c ry s ta llin ity  1s found to be strongly dependent on the nature of the counter 
1on and the degree of hydration.19
Mater of hydration In very minute quantities has been found to  d ra s tica lly  
affect maty properties of lonene polymers. Tsutsul and coworkers19 found that 
when one molecule of water per Ion ic s ite  was added to  lonene polymers, the 
temperature associated with the primary relaxation in  the dynamic mechanical 
lo s t spectrum decreased hy 100*C. the primary relaxation was assigned to
motion o f chain inpmnnh Including ton ic groups. lifts  mM M t m*s- utrongiy
influenced ty the surrounding Ion ic environment «$ shoM by the lin e a r 
of tier relaxation tanOdrature on th r cgentir i&  vtm*
i f t  h#
miter m p ie ts that the- 1on1e envIronHWt Is  strongly altered .In ltd  iH ritsW 
fe n * m  authors attributed ttrt* change U  a specific Interaction m *m  the
Kilellfil' MHi'
Tsudrtde*® and caworfcers haw amtjfted the strengths of aqua-Mcrolon 
interactions by Mans of differential Manning calorimetry. Bound meter m s  
ctegeifled into three groups hated on Me endothermic peeks observed 1*  the BBC
scan*, the temperature at which the hydriitan ntrtecules hreee .met thedpft id  
be indicative of the strength of their tntdraetton with Me macro*** chains.
Ihe strongest bound molecules froae at teaperetwiW 1*** then -MdC nef lout teg
a very strong association ami restrlctad  nation, /bat her  group of bound 
molecules froce et -3B*C. A ll remeintng v ite r  free# i t  f C  « d  v n  considered 
free , hie work of Tsuchlda eed thet of JSwtsul sugftmt the! ftMmd mecmr M ould 
be considered as m  intimate pert of tonene polymer  structure.
Selutlen Properties j f  fannes
toneme polymers ere generally insoluble in  organic set vent s ef lad 
d ia la ctrtc  constant, th is  fact ra flactln g  th e ir h ip« tonic ehmrecter, they erne 
usually soluble or p a rtia lly  soluble In M te r and organic solvents of high 
d la le c trlc  constant such as M '- ’dlmathylfomamide, dtnethylsutphoxid# and
'9 AIMKMif '*1*0" ■ ■
Counter ton Binding In Polyol actrp lytes
Several theories concerning the properties ef poly e le ctro lyte s in  solution  
have been advanced and the reader i t  referred to the each of Oesawe fo r a 
comprehensive review.*1 With regard to counter ion-mecroion binding, 
theoretical considerations suggest tee types ef tat treaties**. Bm  f ir s t  type, 
known at sit#  binding, includes theta counter ten* which are lecaliaad et
7Individual charged groups along the macroion chains. This mode of binding 
might be viewed as an Intimate or contact 1on p a ir. The second type of 
Interaction, known as 1on1c atmosphere binding, Includes counter Ions which are 
bound by the e lectrostatic f ie ld  surrounding the macroion. These counter Ions 
are considered mobile with respect to the polymer backbone. Counter Ions not 
fa ll in g  Into either of these categories are c lass ified  as dissociated.
The most Important factors which determine the strength and degree of 
counter Ion binding Include the charge density of the macroion, the counter Ion 
valence state, the counter Ion size, and the d ie le c tric  constant of the 
medium. The charge density along the macroion chain plays a crucial role in 
determining the state of the counter Ion binding. At very low charge 
densities, a l l  counter tons are dissociated. As the charge density along the 
pelylon 1-s Increased however, a c r it ic a l point Is reached where a further rise 
In the charge density causes the condensation of a certain fraction of counter 
Ions. This phenomenon Is  commonly referred to as counter 1on condensation.
The valence state end Size of the counter Ion also have Important 
consequences on the strength and degree of binding. I t  Is predicted 
theore tics)ly  that c an t er tons of higher valence states are bound more t ig h t ly  
to  macro Ion chains reMCtee to counter Ions of low valency.*1 This results 
solely from an Increase In the coulomblc Interaction between high valence 
counter Ions and macreion chains. Such predictions have been verified  
experimental ly .  Counter ten size has startler effects on HM binding In te r­
action. based on coulomblc effects eRmne. one would expect smaller Ions to fed 
more t ig h t ly  bound than large ones. However, other factors such as solvation 
energies must be considered. Smell tens tend to feeve large solvation energies 
and thus there exists an opposing force te  counter Ion binding, l ie  d ie le c tr ic  
constant of the surrounding medium 1$ known to influence the salvation emery 
of the counter Ions. Therefore, i t  1s not surprising that in  h ifhor d ie le c tric  
constant media there exists e greeter tendency fo r  dissociation.
CHAPTER TOO
PHOTOCHROMC PROPERTIES
Experimental
Many of the lonene polymers studied In th is Investigation mere found to 
have chromogen 1c a c t iv ity  In the so lid  state# However, th is  a c t iv ity  was not 
observed In solution and thus could not be studied by common transmission 
spectroscopic methods. For th is  reason, diffuse reflectance experiments were 
performed to characterize the observed photochromlc behavior. Being a somewhat 
uncommon experiment, the author feels a brie f review of th is  technique Is In 
order.
Th e o ry^  *3
Light scattered from a surface can be classified  Into one of two lim itin g  
cases. In the f i r s t  case, known as specular reflectance, the reflected 
radiation Is d irectiona lly  dependent on the angle of Incidence. Specular 
reflectance occurs when ligh t Impinges on a f la t ,  shiny surface. In the second 
case, known as d iffuse'reflectance, reflected radiation Is  d irectiona lly  
Independent of the incident angle. Diffuse reflectance comes about by 
penetration of a portion of the Incident flu x Into the sample In te rio r. A part 
of th is  radiation Is returned to the surface of the sample, follow ing partia l 
absorption and multiple scattering at the boundaries of Individual partic les.
It  Is reflection of th is second type which Is observed when radiation Impinges 
on a t ig h t ly  packed powdered sample.
Theories describing the Interaction of radiation with absorbing powder 
samples have not, as of yet, been derived from f i r s t  p rincip les. In the 
majority of these theories, two phenomenological constants are Introduced, 
namely, the absorption coeffic ient, K, and the scattering coeffic ien t, S. I t  
1s found experimentally that the absorption coeffic ient bears the same 
significance as that observed 1n transmission spectroscopy. The scattering 
coeffic ient, on the other hand, has no such counterpart.
The most comprehensive and commonly used theory fo r d iffuse reflectance 
was developed by Kubelka and Hunk In 1931.23 Three assumptions are Inherently
8 :
required 1n th e ir formulation. F ir s t ,  one assumes the scattering partic les are 
distributed 1n a way such that the macroscopic surface approaches Ideal d iffuse 
reflectance. Under th is assumption, radiation w ith in  the sample can be 
considered to be distributed Iso tro p ica lly . Furthermore, a ll specularly 
reflected radiation Is  Ignored. Secondly, one assumes the scattered partic les 
to be distributed homogeneously, so that the absorption coeffic ient and 
scattering coeffic ient remain constant throughout the entire sample. In 
practice, th is assumption 1$ realized when the powder sample contains partic les 
of uniform size, and has a constant packing density. Th ird ly, radiation Is 
assumed to penetrate and leave the sample along a direction which 1s 
perpendicular to the surface.
From the theory of Kubelka and Munk one obtains the useful re lation,
(1 -R .)2 v
(1) — f t —  « -5 ■ F (R J
m
where F(R ) 1s commonly called the remission function or the Kubelka*NunkOD
function, and R 1s the absolute diffuse reflectance from an In f in ite ly  thick
CD
scattering sample. A complete derivation of equation 1 1s given In Appendix 
I .  In practice, In f in ite  thickness Is  realized fo r a sample about two 
m llllle te rs  thick.
One seldom measures the absolute diffuse re flecting  power of a sample. 
Measurements are usually made re la tive  to a suitable white standard such as MgO 
or BaS04 whose values of K approach zero. Under these conditions one 
determines the ra tio ,
# R (sample)
2 (standard) *
The value of RJ^  1s obtained d ire c tly  from a spectroraflactometer, which plots 
R* against wavelength. Assuming that r (s tnd .) is  unity (1.e. K»0), the K-N<» oo
9
10
(1-R*)2 u
function takes on the form: F (R ') ■ — ggi—  • - j  . Using th is  Information one 
can p lot F (R ') vs. \ to obtain a curve which Is  proportional to the absorption 
coeffic ient vs. wavelength, the constant of proportionality being equal to  1/S. 
Experimentally I t  Is  found that S depends on the p a rtic le  size but Is  
Independent of the wavelength when \ «  p a rtic le  size. Under these conditions, 
a p lot of F(R^) against wavelength w il l  resemble the true absorption curve fo r 
the substance.
Experimental Apparatus
A typical double beam spectroreflectometer Is shown In figure 1.
Radiation emitted from source S, usually a Tungsten lamp, Is  modulated by 
chopper C, and made monochromatic by grattlng JS. The monochromatic radiation 
then fa lls  on an o sc illa tin g  mirror 0M which alternately directs I t  to  e ither 
the sample or the standard. Ih ls  radiation Is then scattered d iffuse ly In the 
Integrating sphere IS and collected by the photomultiplier tube detector 0.
The detector, being syncronlzed with both the chopper and o sc illa tin g  m irror, 
ratios the photocurrent from the sample and reference. F in a lly , th is  ra tio  
being equal to R^  Is  plotted as a function of wavelength by a recorder. At a 
wavelength where the sample does not absorb radiation, the reflection  power of 
the sample 1$ nearly equal to that of the standard and R^  ------- * 1. At a wave­
length where the sample absorbs radiation, a portion of the Incident f lu x  
fa ll in g  on the sample Is  converted to thermal energy. Under such conditions, 
the sample's re flecting  power Is  less that than of the standard's and R'a < 1 
(1,e. F(R^) «  K Increases). The Integrating sphere Is a hollow enclosure whose 
walls are constructed of a material which d iffuse ly reflects radiation of a ll 
Wavelengths of Interest with high re flecting power. Entrance ports allow mono­
chromatic, modulated radiation to fa l l  on the sample and standard. D iffusely 
reflected radiation leaving the sample and standard fa lls  onto the walls of the 
sphere where I t  undergoes multiple reflections. F in a lly , th is  radiation fa lls  
Into the e x it port where I t  Is directed to the detector.
11
M aterials
4,4'-b1pyr1d1ne, a,«'-p-d1brow oxylene, a *  '-p -d lch loro igrlene, l,2 -b1 s(4 - 
pyr1dy1)ethane, and l,2 -b1s(4 -pyr1cyi )ethene war* obtained fro* A ld rich  
Chemical Coapaiy. 4,4'-b1pyr1d1n* was obtained as the dihydrate (m.p. 71- 
75*C). This expound was heated to 1S0*C under a vacuum of 28 to rr  fo r 2 hrs. 
The resu ltin g  anhydrous material was p u rifie d  by re c rys ta lllsa tlo n  from reagent 
grade carbon te trach loride  and dried overnight In  vacuo, ihe melting point of 
the recrysta l Heed substance was observed to  be 110*C-111.S*C 1n accord w ith  
the reported value of 1U*C fo r the anhydrous form of 4 ,4 '-b y p y r id in e ."  a *  
p-dlbromosylene and „,a '-p -d lch lo ro syle n e  were recrysta l H ie d  from reagent 
grade p-d1oxane and dried overnight 1n vacuo. l,2-b1s(4-pyr1dyl)ethane and 
i ,  2-bl s (4 -p yr Id y l Jet hene were recrysta l Used from d is t ille d  water and dried  
overnight In  vacuo.
«,«'-p-d11odoxy1ene was prepared from the double exchange reaction of 
a«a'-p-d1ch1oro*y1ene with Nal 1n acetone. The mixture was allowed to re flu x  
overnight. The Isolated product was re crys ta lllze d  1n reagent grade p-d1oxane 
and dried overnight in  vacuo. The observed m elting point of 177-179*C agreed 
w ith  the reported value2* of 179.8-180“C. A l l  other chemicals were used 
without fu rth e r p u rifica tio n .
lonene synthesis; Pol»x»1»1v1o1ogen D1 halide (PXV-Xo)
PXV-Xj ( X I I I )  was prepared by the reaction shown In equation 3:
The fo llow ing synthetic procedure was used whenever powdered samples of PXV-Xg 
were desired. In a 80 ml round-bottom fla sk , containing a magnetic s t ir re r .
(3)
X*« Cl*, 8r
._
__
_
__>
,
Mas placed 1.952 g (0 .0125  mole) of anhydrous 4,4*-b lp yrld ln e  and 0.0125 mole 
of «,a '-p -d lh a1 oxylen e . 25 ml of solvent (a c e to n itrile  or p-dloxane) were 
added to  the fla sk , and the resu ltin g  clear solution was s tirre d  at ambient 
temperature. A fte r 48-200 h rs ., the products were co llected fey suction  
f i lt r a t io n , washed several times with reagent grade chloroform, and dried  
overnight at room temperature under a vacuum of 0.1 to r r . The so lid  powder 
samples were stored in  a desiccator u n til th e ir reflectance spectra were 
recorded.
When the effect of hydration on the photoehromle behavior of PXV-Brg was 
studied, the above procedure was s lig h t ly  modified. 0.976 t  .001 grams 
(0.00625 mole) of anhydrous 4,4'-b1pyr1d1ne were weighed In to  a 25 ml 
volumetric fla sk . This flask was then f i l le d  w ith enough p-dloxane to  
completely d issolve the b lp yrld ln e . The desired amount of d is t ille d  water was 
then accurately weighed In to  the volumetric flask , and p-dloxane*® was added to  
the mark. The contents of the volumetric flask were poured Into a 50 mV round- 
bottom flask which contained 1.650 t  .001 gram (0,00625 mole) o f ««e '-P -d lb ro m - 
oxylene. The flask was sealed t ig h tly  and s tirre d  at ambient temperature.
Synthesis of h.N, -d1benty1-4.4l -b1pyr1dyl1um dibromide
A model compound (X IV ) representing a repeating u n it of PXV-Brj ( X I I I )  was
prepared by reacting benzyl bromide w ith 4 ,4 '-b ip yrid in e  as shown in  equation
4. To a 50 ml round-bottom fla sk , containing a magnetic s t ir re r , was added 
1,952 gram (0.0125 mole) of anhydrous 4 ,4 '-b lp yrld ln e , 4.273 grams (0.025 
mole) benzyl bromide, and 25 ml of a ce to n itrile . A fte r 25 minutes a white 
p recip ita te  formed which gradually took on a pale ye llow  co lo r. A fte r 48 hours
th is  so lid  product was collactod by suction f ilt ra t io n , washed several times 
w ith chloroform, and dried overnight at room temperature under a vacuum of 0.1 
to rr . The pale yellow  m aterial was stored In a desiccator u n til Its
reflectance spectrum was taken.
Synthesis of Poly nylyld lpyrld ln lum viny lane dlbromide (PXPV-Bry) 
PXPV-Br2 (XV) was prepared by the reaction shown in  equation S. 'Oils
reaction was carried out In a SO ml round-bottom flask containing 2.005 grams 
(0.012$ mole) of l,2 -b1s(4-pyr1dyl)ethene, 3,300 grams (0.012$ mole) o f ■ * -
p-dlbromonylene, and 25 ml of reagent grade a ce to n itrile . The contents of the 
flask were s tirre d  at ambient temperature. A fte r about 30 minutes a white
p recip ita te  formed which slow ly took on a yellowish-orange co lo r. A fte r  
s t ir r in g  fo r 48 hours the so lid  p recip ita te  was recovered by suction 
f ilt r a t io n , washed w ith chloroform, and dried overnight at room temperature 
under a vacuum of 0.1 to rr . The product was stored in  a desiccator u n til Its  
reflectance spectrum was recorded.
Synthesis of Polyxylyldlpyrld ln lum ethylene dibromide (PXPE-Br^) 
PXPE-Br2 (XV I) was prepared by the reaction shown 1n equation 6. This
reaction was carried out 1n a 50 ml round-bottom flask containing 2,650 grams 
(0.012$ mole) of l,2 -b1s(4-pyridy1)ethane, 3.300 grams (0.0125 mole) of a ^ '-p
XVI
J ” w i:- . ■ - ’i - . ■ ■- v. -
and 25 ml of a ce tron ltrtle . Hw contents of the fiaek were s tirre d  « t  room 
temperature. A fte r only five  minutes a white precip ita te  formed* Thi* 
substance did not change color but remelned white over the entire  course of the 
reaction. A fter 126 hours the so lid  product was collected bp tmctioe 
filtra tio n *  washed w ith chloroform, and dried overnight at ambient temperature 
under a vacuum of 6.1 to r r .  The white product was stored In a desiccator u n til 
Its  reflectance spectrum was recorded.
Spectroscopic measurements
Absorbance deta were collected on a Perkin Elmer §M spectrophotometer. 
Solutions were prepared from d is t i l  ltd  water with standard volumatric equlp- 
mewt. Diffuse reflectance studies were carried out on a tedueen OK-iA 
spactroreflactomatar. heflectance spactra wera recorded from 310 nm to 800 nm. 
A ll spactra wart racordad re la tive  to  a standard of BaS04 unless otherwlsa 
Indicated. Powder samples and standards wera f i r s t  ground In a mortar u n til a 
fina, uniform consistency was retched, This powdar was than pressed into tha 
sample holder with a Bausch I  lomb powdar press. In th is  manner h igh ly 
reproducible data MM obtained. A special ce ll supplied by iKkman Industries 
was used te hold the s lu rry  samples, this c e ll,  made en tire ly  from quartz, had 
a diameter s lig h tly  greater than the sample port of tha integrating sphere and 
a thickness of about one cm. Ihe s lu rrie s  were found to be very hygroscopic.
In order to reduce th e ir exposure to atmospheric moisture, samples wart 
d irec tly  taken from th e ir  reaction vessels, placed Into the saaple holder, and 
stoppered with a rubber cap. lh e ir reflectance spectra were recorded 
immedletely thereafter. A special sample holder incorporating a heating 
element was b u ilt to  study the thermochrowic behavior of these materials.
The besic ce ll design was modeled after a sample holder b u ilt  by Karnes.27 
Chrome1 wire with a re s is t iv ity  of 16 ohms/ft. was used to construct the 
heeting elements. 1.25 feet of th is  wire was wound around tha face of tha back
plat* of the sample holdar and cemented in place with a thermally stable (up to 
250*C) apoxy resin. The temperature was controlled by a voltage regalator and 
monitored with a Chromel-Alumel thermocouple positioned such that i t  made 
Intimate contact with the sample.
Results
The absorption spectrum of PXV-Br2(X H I)  In aqueous solution 1s shewn In 
figure 2. I t  can be seen that the absorption maximum, • 2*1 m * a ■ 2x1a4) 
occurs well into the u ltra v io le t region of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
Furthermore, almost no v is ib le  lig h t Is absorbed by th is compound In solution.
Figure 3 shews the diffuse reflectance spectrum of PX¥«Br2( X I I I )  and I t s  
model compound (XIV) re lative to a BaS04 standard. The low re flecting  power 
near 405 nm fo r these powder samples results from a strong absorption of 
radiation at th is  wavelength. Absorption In th is region was not observed fo r 
PXV-Br2 in aqueous solution.
Bipyridine and the dihalexvlene were allowed to react fo r 48*120 hrs. In 
a ll cases, white precip itate formed after 10-120 mlntues. Over the next 18 
hours these precipitates gradually took on a color. PXV-C12 turned pale blue- 
green, PXV-Br2 became yellowish-orange, and PXV-I2 developed a b r il l ia n t  red- 
orange color, hie PXV-C12 was observed to react more slowly than either PXV- 
Br2 or PXV-I2. Furthermore, a ll reactions were observed to be faster 1n 
aceton itrile  than In p-dloxane.
Figure 4 shows reflectance spectra for powders of PXV-C12, PXV-Br2, and 
PXV-I2(X I I I )  re la tive  to a BaSO^  standard. Maximum absorption of radiation 
occurs at wavelengths < 350 nm, 405 nm, and 468 nm fo r PXV-C12, PXV-Br2, and 
PXV-I2 respectively. Absorption of radiation Is  seen to s h ift  to longer wave­
lengths as the counter Ion is changed for 01’  to  Br* to I*. That 1$ to  spy, 
PXV-I2 absorbs radiation of the lowest energy. This trend coincides with the 
observed colors of these materials (PXV-C12 pale blue green; PXV-Br2 ye llow ish -
orange; PXV-I2 deep red-erange). Dm  absorption band of M W -l2, a* shewn in  
figure 4, extends Much further into tbe v is ib le  region than thmt of e ithe r W *- 
Br2 or pxv-C1|. Assuming the p a rtic lo  t ite  for A ll m m  samples Is  the sow , 
the magnitude of the absorption coefficient at xmt  sen be men to in trea ie  in  
the order PXV-CI2 < PXV-|r2 < P l t - t 2.
Die reflectance spectra of P X f» lf2. P>PV-Br2(XV), and P IP I-« r2 (If I )  
powders are compared in  figure I ,  It  can be seen that f l t - l r 2 And PXPV-Br2 
have nearly identical reflectance curves but these are npeh d ifferent from that 
of PXPE-Br2. PXPE-Br2 absorbs only weatly in  the V isib le  region thus 
accounting for its  white appearance.
Die Synthesis of PXV-X2 wes observed to proceed through a white 
precipitate which gradually became colored. However, the color of th l product 
inii the rate at which the coler appeared was observed to be a function of the 
amount of water present. When :ero to two molecules of water W IN added per 
molecule of bipyrldtne, a dull orange color developed gradually, over the 
course of 18 hours. When three to  flue molecules of water were present per 
molecule of blpyrid ine, a s lig h tly  mere yallow color appeared w ithin f iv e  to 
eight hill**, dhen more than f iv e  molecules of water per repeating unit w «rt 
present, a bright yellow color appeared in 1m s  than thrae hours. S lig h tly  
1«rg»r amount* of water did not seem to change the color of tM l product nor 
me speed at which the color appeared. A fter s t ir r in g  fo r  120 hours, the 
reectlon mixtures bad the consistency of a thick pasta. Diese s lu rries were 
used d irectly fo r diffuse reflectance studies.
Figure t  shews reflectance spectra of rxv -B r2 s lu rries  prepared with 
various amounts of water. Die reflectance spectra of these s lu rries are also 
shewn in figure 7. Die spectra shown In figure 6 were recorded against BaS04 
at usual. Die spectra in figure 7, on the other hand, recorded the reflectance 
of unhydrated M V-Br2 re la tive  to slurries of PXV-Br2 which were hydrated to 
various degrees. Die spectra 1n figure 7, In essence, amplify the differences
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between the spectra recorded In figure 6. Thu* the curves In f♦pee 7 ere 
related to the differences In the absorption coeffic ient of hpdirated an# 
unhydrated samples as a function of wavelength. Free fig u re  7 1t can be seen 
that the greatest difference In absorption coeffic ien ts upon hydration occurs 
at 534 rniu The position of th is  maxi mum appears to he nearly ieiipendent of 
the extent of hydration, but the magnitude of absorption strongly d*ihd4 W  
th is parameter. The regular spectrum of unhydreted W V-Br2 sheen In  I
reveals the presence of a shoulder near 534 w* which dlaeppears open 
hydration. This shoulder accounts for the large difference In ihserpalen 
coefficients between the hydrated and unhydrated samples at th is  wavelength and 
also for the orange color of the anhydrous sample.
When a hydrated sample of PXV-Br2 Is heated, 1t  Is observed to rapidly 
change color from yellow to orange. When the heat Is  removed, the yellow color 
returns. Figure 8 shows the reflectance spectra of PXV-BrjpnfHgO) at various 
temperatures against a BaSOj standard. The difference among these spectra can 
be seen more clearly In figure 9, where reflectance spectra of heated PXV- 
8r 2>n(H20) shown are those recorded re la tive  to Br2*n(H20 ) at ambient 
temperature. I t  can be seen that the greatest difference In absorption 
coeffic ients between the heated and unheated samples occurs at 485 nm. 
Furthermore, the magnitude of m is difference Is  c learly a function of 
temperature. From figure 8 one can see that the observed thermochromic 
transition from yellow to orange results mainly from a broadening of the 
absorption band toward longer wavelengths. Figure 8 also shews a reflectance 
spectrum of PXV-Br2 which had been heated to 150*C and cooled to ambient 
temperature. The spectrum appears nearly identical to that of the o rig in a l, 
unheated sample.
TWo other gua llta tlve  observations need wentIon. F irs t ,  when a small 
amount Of water 1s added to an anhydrous s lu rry of PXV-Br2 the color 
immediately turns from orange to yellow. Thus, water need not be present
during polymer tC *  ion ( «  obtain the ye llow  co lo r. Furthermore, the In fra N i 
spectra «# anhydrous N M r ;  and PXV-Br^nfHgO) are Identic*! except *t 
frequencies **t*  water m m *  s tron g ly. A second absarvatlon which need* 
m m m  1$ that the p re c ip ita te  In saturated M«**u» salutlans *f PXV-Br2 ere 
colorless. These two observations Wife 1«(iePt|ht 1n s lu e lllt ln g  the o r ff ln  S : 
the photochroelc a c t iv ity , deny other q u a lita tive  observation* en the photo* 
chromic behavior of PXV-Br^ have been lis te d  In Appendix 11.
B i im i i i l f l
Any explanation accounting fo r the phOtoehromlc behavior of the pyrld ln lu*  
containing ionine polymers must be consistent with the follow ing observations: 
1} the v is ib le  color present 1n the so lid  state disappears coapletely In  
aqueous solution (Identica l behavior Is  observed fo r Hade! cospounds as w e ll) , 
2) the p recip ita te  from a saturated aqueous solution of these poly lens 1s 
observed to  be white, 3) the photochroilc a c t iv ity  Is  a function of the cotafeor 
Ion, 4) conjugation between the pyrldlnium  rings Is  required fo r chremefimtc 
a c t iv ity , S) the co lor present 1n the so lid  state 1s strongly dependent Oh the 
degree of hydration.
The reflectance spectrum of the PXV-Br2 model compound (X IV ) was observed 
to have many s im ila ritie s  to  I t s  meeromolecultr analog ( f lp r e  D . Further­
more, N,W'-dimethyl b lpyrldyllum  dlIodide (X V !!) Is  known to  be colored 1n the 
solid  s ta te .2* These facts suggest that the fu n ctio n a lity  g iv in g  rise  to
the chromegentc phenomena Is  localised In a single repeating u n it. Furthor-
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more, the fact that (X IV ) and (X V II) are both colored l i l i e s  that the photo­
sift
chronic a c t iv ity  results from the quartem lzation of blpyrtdlne, and is  la rge ly
, t £
Independent of the type of substituent bonded to  the nitrogen atom. This i d i i . 
is  further substantiated by the experimental observation by the author that
‘ r-r-y.
Mhen the xylene structural unit In PXV-Br2( X I I I )  Is  replaced by an a liphatic  
group such as n-butene, the resulting polyion (X V I I I )  appears Identical to
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PXV-Br2. Again th is suggests that the photochromlc a c t iv ity  is  prim arily a 
consequence of the b1pyr1<fyl1um unit and its  counter Ions.
In aqueous solution the photochromlc a c t iv ity  Is  almost en tire ly  absent 
(figu re  2). The structure of solvated PXV-Br2 Is  fundamentally d iffe ren t from 
solid  PXV*Br2 in many respects. Ihe most s ign ifican t difference Is  1n the
nature of the ion pa ir interactions. In the so lid  state counter Ions are
lik e ly  to be condensed d ire c tly  onto the macro!on chains. In essencoi counter
ions can be viewed as being localized on p os itive ly  charged nitrogen atoms 
forming tig h t ion pairs. X-ray crystallographic data on h,N‘ -bipyr1dy11um 
dihalide model compounds (X V II) supports th is Idea.29
In aqueous solution, however, the counter ion binding interaction 1s 
lik e ly  to be much less localized due to  the energetic driv ing force favoring 
counter Ion solvation. Counter lon-macroion association in solution would 
resemble Ionic atmosphere binding, along with some dissociation. Also, water 
molecules probably form strong Interactions with the macroion chains. 
Mukherjee's solution studies on PXV-Br2 led him to postulate the existence o f
"cage" of t ig h t ly  associated, hydrogen bonded water molecules around the 
poly 1 on.30 Such aqueous Interactions would lead to a loss In Intimate 1on pa ir 
structure. Based on the above mentioned structural changes that occur In the 
solvated state, 1t can be argued that Intimate Ion pa ir formation Is  a pre­
requisite fo r photochromlc a c t iv ity ,
The fact that the precip ita te  formed from saturated aqueous solutions of 
PXV-B^ has no v is ib le  co lor Is  consistent with these Ideas. The white 
precip itate which results under these conditions Is probably very hydrated. 
Water molecules can Interact with both the macroion and Its  counter Ions 
preventing the formation of Intimate Ion pa ir structure. The loss of th is 
structure results In loss of v is ib le  color.
The observed dependence of chromogenlc a c tiv ity  on the nature of the 
counter Ion supports the suggestion that the blpyrldyllum-counter 1on 
structural unit Is the photochromies 11y active species (figu re  4). In changing 
the counter Ion from C l’  to  Br* to I " ,  \ was observed to  s h ift  toward longer(MIX
wavelengths. This trend, and the necessity of Intimate Ion -pa ir structure fo r 
photochromlc a c t iv ity  Is  readily accounted fo r by considering the electronic 
transition responsible fo r the a c t iv ity  to be of the charge-transfer type. 
Charge-transfer complexes with pyrldtnlum and bipyrldlylum  cations as acceptors 
and halide anions as donors are well documented In the lite ra tu re .33’ 37*33
Molecular complexes with electronic absorption bands uncharacteristic of 
th e ir components, are often termed charge-transfer complexes.33 Internal 
transitions between r and r* o rb ita ls  of the blpyrldyllum structural unit occur 
well Into the u ltra v io le t region (see figure 2). Electronic transitions for 
the halide anions Involve large transition  energies also. Because simple 
e lectrostatic Interactions cannot d ire c tly  account fo r v is ib le  lig h t absorption 
In PXV-Br2, the absorption band observed 1$ considered to arise from a charge- 
transfer complex. This complex 1s formed with the halide Ion acting as the
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donor component, and the blpyrldyllum moiety acting as the acceptor component. 
The need fo r Intimate 1on p a ir contact results from the geometrical 
configuration which such a structure Imposes/ That Is to say, charge-transfer 
complexatlon can only occur I f  the counter Ion closely approaches the b l-  
pyrldyllum. This geometrical condition Is realized because of the coulumblc 
attraction which exists between the quaternarlzed pyrldtnlum unit and Its  
counter Ions. When the proper geometrical configuration exists between these 
en titles , charge-transfer energy states are formed, growing out of Interactions 
between the "electron rich" halide anion and the "electron deficient" b l­
pyrldyllum cation.
Following the s im plistic  molecular orbita l approach outlined by Dewar and 
Leplqy, one can view the charge-transfer states as arising from the In ter­
actions between the orb ita ls  of the blpyrldyllum Ion and the atomic orb ita ls  of 
the halide 1on. This formalism leads to the construction of the qua lita tive  
molecular orbita l diagram shown In figure 10. Interactions between the f i l le d  
orb ita ls  of the halide Ion with the unoccupied orb ita ls  of the b1pyr1<fy11um ton 
s ta b ilize  the former and destabilize the la tte r. Also, back-coordination 
Involving Interactions between the f i l le d  orbita ls of the blpyrldyllum  Ion and 
the empty atomic orb ita ls  of the halide Ion contribute to the formation of the 
charge-transfer states. From perturbation theory, however, the magnitude of 
these interactions Is proportional to  the difference In energy between the 
interacting o rb ita ls . Thus, the major contribution to the charge-transfer 
states results from the Interactions between the highest occupied atomic 
orbita l of the halide 1on and the lowest unoccupied molecular orb ita l of the 
blpyrldyllum  Ion. These give rise to the charge transfer ground state 
(labeled t j  and the charge-transfer excited state (labeled shown in figure 
10. Absorption of v is ib le  electromagnetic radiation In PXV-Xg results from 
a y  ------- ► y_  transition . One point which needs reemphasizing Is  that the
aforementioned Interactions Mould not take place I f  I t  were not fo r  the 
coulomblc attraction between the counter Ion and the blpyrldyllum  Ion.
Since charge-transfer Interactions are small, the charge-transfer 
transition  energy can be predicted from equation 7.38,39
(7) AEct « I (x - j  -  A(py2+j + constant
H ereaE., Is the energy difference between and?£, I ^ - j  Is the Ionization 
potential of the halide Io n (re la te d  to the energy of Its  highest occupied 
atomic o rb ita l) and A(Py2+) 1* the electron a ff in ity  of the blpyrldyllum  Ion 
(related to the energy of Its  lowest unoccupied molecular o rb ita l) . I f  the 
acceptor (b lpyrldyllum ) Is  kept constant, the transition  energy predicted from 
equation 7 should Increase as the ionization potential of the halide Ion 
Increases. The Ionization potential of the halides are found to be:*®
86 kcal/mole, 84 kcal/mole. and 76 kcal/mole fo r C l" , Br" and 1“ respectively.
The simple molecular orbital diagram shown In figure  10 compares the 
charge-transfer states which result fo r blpyrldyllum  dlIodide and blpyrldyllum  
dlchlorlde based on Dewar's semi-empirical approach. The energy of the highest 
occupied atomic orb ita l Is  based on the Ionization potential of the halide.
This diagram clearly shows why the charge-transfer energy of PXV-I2 1s less 
than the charge-transfer energy of PXV-Clg.
One other consideration which has been Ignored u n til now should be 
mentioned. This has to do with the differences the various counter Ions have 
In th e ir a b ility  to Interact with the lowest unoccupied molecular orb ita l 
(LUMO) of the blpyrldyllum  Ion. Some Insight can be gained by noting the 
hard/soft character of the various Ions and of the Interacting LUMO. In 
general, molecular orb ita ls  tend to be soft electrophiles, owing to th e ir high 
p o la r iz a b ility . Quarternarlzed nitrogen atoms, on the other hand, have harder
e le c tro p h ilic  character resu lting froei th e ir loca lised  p os itive  charge, lhe 
hardness of the counter Ions Increases In the order 1* < I r "  < Cl*.
Pearson's41 hard/soft concept predicts that hard electrophiles Interact More 
favorably with hard nucleophiles while soft e lectrophiles Interact wore 
favorably with soft nucleophiles. One can suggest that counter Ions Interact 
with both the p o s itive ly  charged nitrogen atoms and the Molecular o rb ita ls  of 
the b l-pyrldyllum  1on. The extent of these Interactions depends on the 
hardness of the halide Ion. For Instance. C1~ Is  lik e ly  to  be localised on the 
nitrogen atoms whereas I* might be positioned closer to the carbon framework of 
the blpyrldyllum  ion. Crystallographic data*9 support these Ideas, ihe 
In tensities  of the charge-transfer transition  can be seen from figure  4 to 
Increase In the order PXV-Cl2 < PXV-Br2 < PXV-I2. This trend may In fact be a 
consequence of the Increasing extent to which these counter Ions Interact w ith 
the LUMO.
Reflectance spectra of PXV-Br2, BXPE-Br2 (X V I) and PXPV-Br (XV) revealed 
that conjugation between the pyrldlnlum rings causes a large bathochromic s h if t  
In the charge-transfer tran s ition  (figu re  5). This observation can be 
accounted fo r by consideration of the charge transfer molecular orb ita l 
model. Recording to equation 7, the charge-transfer tran s ition  energy 
decreases as the electron af. in lty  of the acceptor Increases. Since electron 
a f f in it ie s  are experimentally d i f f ic u l t  to obtain, one must often use halfwave 
potentials as a measure of thts parameter.97 Molecules with more negative 
reduction potentials have lower electron a f f in it ie s . The reduction potentials 
pyrldlnlum and bipyridlylum  Ions are shown In equations 8 and 9 respectively.
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Based on these reduction potentia ls, one can conclude that the electron 
a ff in ity  of the blpyrldyHum Ion Is  such greater than that of the pyrid in lu* 
Ion. The lack of conjugation between the pyridinlu* rings 1n PXPE-Br2 (XVI) 
suggests that one can consider th is  macroion as a string of Isolated pyrid in lu* 
Ions separated by ethylene and wlene groups. Ignoring the e le c tric  fie ld s  
effects associated with nacrolon segments, one would expect the electron 
a ff in ity  of PXPE-Br2 repeating units to closely resemble that of the pyridinlu* 
1on. The electron a ff in ity  of PXPV-8r2, on the other hand, would probably be 
close to the blpyrldyllum  Ion. Another wey of thinking about th is Is  that the 
divalent charge of the PXPE-Br2 (XVI) repeating unit Is localized on two 
separate * systems where the divalent charge of the PXPV-Br2(XV) repeating unit 
1s delocalized over a single »  system. The fina l conclusion Is that the 
electron a ff in ity  Is  greater when pyrldlnlum rings are conjugated. As 
observed, th is  conclusion suggests that the charge-transfer transition  energy 
w il l  Increase In the absence of conjugation between pyridinlu* rings (see 
equation 7 and the molecular orb ita l diagram shown In figure  11).
The diffuse reflectance spectra shown In figures 6 and 7 revealed that the 
photochromlc a c t iv ity  of PXV-Br2 Is strongly dependent on the degree of 
hydration. These studies were carried out In dloxane/water s lu rries  where the 
percent of water was never more than 3X. Under these conditions, the amount of 
water added Is believed to be too Tow to bring about loss of Intimate 1on pa ir 
structure. The charge-transfer absorption band of the unhydrated PXV-Br2 was 
seen In figure 6 to extend further Into the v is ib le  region of the electro­
magnetic spectrum (lower energy) than that of the hydrated sample. This change 
In the charge-transfer absorption band suggests that on the average, the energy 
separation between ? N a n d t- Increases upon hydration. Kosower has reported 
sim ilar behavior fo r 1-alkyl pyrldlnlum Iodide complexes.4*  Such a change 
seems reasonable when one considers the ground state structure of the W V-Br2 
macroions. Owing to the quarternary ammonium Ion pairs, a large dipole exists
oriented perpendicularly to the macromoleeular backbone axis* In the excited 
state, however, the dipole moment decreases 1n magnitude and Is  oriented 
orthogonally to the ground state moment, a structure sim ilar to that reported 
by Kosower for the excited state of l-alkylpyrid1n1um Iodide complexes.** Mhen 
water molecules are present, they organize themselves about the macroion 1n a 
way so as to decrease the ground state energy level (e.g., through dipole* 
dipole interactions). By the Frank-Condon p rinc ip le ,** which states that 
nuclear motions are negligible on the time scale of electronic excitation, 
there w ill be no reorganization of water structure at the in stan to f 
excitation. Thus, water molecules o rig ina lly  oMented to maximize their 
interaction with ground state structure would be unfavorably positioned in the 
excited state, with no chance for reorganization. Therefore, water molecules 
bound to the macroion may not produce net stab ilization  of the excited state 
and may in fact destabilize it, as Kosower suggests.** Based on th is 
reasoning, the overall effect produced when the macroion 1s tydrated would be 
stab ilization of the ground state and a destabilization of the excited state as 
shown 1n figure 12. The resulting increase in energy difference between 
a n d *E would produce the observed hypsochromlc sh ift in the absorption band 
upon hydration.
From figure 7 it  was shown that the maximum difference 1n absorption 
coefficients between hydrated and unhydrated PXV-Br2 occurs at 543 nm. 
Absorption at th is wavelength is  thus assumed to be characteristic of the 
unhydrated PXV-Br2 structural entity, whose ground state energy level 1s raised 
with respect to that of PXV-Pr^ n(H20). Lack of absorption at 534 nm» on the 
other hand, is  assumed to be characteristic of the PXV-Br^nfl^O) structural 
entity, whose ground state energy level has been stabilized by associated water 
molecules. Thus, the value of F(R ' ) at 534 nm reflects the extent of ground 
state stab ilization  by the presence of water molecules. Since the resulting 
stab ilization 1s viewed to arise from macroion-aqua interactions, the value of
F(R ') at th is  wavelength can be used as a parameter to  Index the magnitude ofo#
these effects. Large values of F (R ') are Indicative of l i t t l e  Interaction 
whereas small values are Indicative of substantial interaction.
P lo tting  the values of the K-M function for PXV-Br^n(HjO), taken from 
figure 6 at 534 nm, against the number of molecules of water present per 
repeating unit generates the curve shown In figure 13. The ordinate axis of 
this graph Is  Inversely related to the magnitude of the aqua-macroion In te r­
a c tio n . This curve shows that when the number of water molecules per repeating 
unit Is less than 5, F(RJ) decreases In a linear fashion. Beyond th is point, 
however, an abrupt change In slope occurs and F(R ') approaches a lim itin g  
value.
The shape of the F(R^) curve suggests certain characteristics of the 
macroion-water interaction. F irs t , the steady decrease in F (R ') over the lower 
portion of the curve Implies that each Increment of added water Interacts 
strongly with the macroion, further s ta b iliz in g  the charge-transfer ground 
state. These water molecules are considered to be t ig h t ly  bound to macroion 
chains by dipole-dipole Interactions. Beyond the transition  point, howover, 
additional Increments of water depress F (R ') ve^y l i t t le .  The constancy of 
F(RJ) In th is region suggests that water molecules added beyond the transition  
point are not Involved in s tab iliza tion  of the ground state and thus are not 
considered to be associated strongly with the macroion. Such behavior Implies 
that in th is  region PXV-B^ has become saturated with respect to Its  water 
binding a b il it y .  The point of saturation 1s seen to occur when about 5.9 
molecules of water per repreatlng unit have been added.
The thermochromlc behavior observed for PXV-Br^ can also be accounted fo r 
by considering the effect hydration has on charge-transfer energy levels. When 
the lydrated PXV-Br^ n(H20) powder sample 1s heated to a temperature greater 
than 129*C, a bathochromlc sh ift Is observed In the reflectance spectrum, The 
color observed for the heated sample resembles that of anhydrous PXV-Brg
(figure  8). Thts suggests that dehydration 
In a destabllzed ground state w ith  respect tr  
The charge-transfer transition  energy woulr
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ace upon heatiig. resulting 
hydrated saeple (flfM 1* 
decreased and a bathe-
chronic sh ift would resu lt.
I f  the heated material Is  allowed to co< i l r  the orig ina l co lor 
returns (figu re  8). The rate at which th is  < returns Is  surpris ingly
rapid. This suggests that dehydration occurs only at the surface, where 
dehydration and re-hydration can occur rap id ly.
One fin a l point which should be mentioned concerning these lydratlon 
phenomena Is  that they are much less Intense In the model compounds. The color 
of N,N'-4,4'-b1pyr1dyl1um d1 bromide (XIV) fo r example 1s almost Insensitive to 
the degree of hydration. Furthermore, the change In color upon heating IS
rather d if f ic u lt  to detect. These facts Imply that the macrolon-aqua In te r­
action Is much stronger than those 1n the model compounds. This Is lik e ly  to 
be a consequence of the large e lectrostatic potential present 1n ionene 
polymers.
CHAPTER THREE
POLYMERIZATION KINETICS
In synthesizing PXV-Brg fo r the photochtonic studies. I t  was observed 
that the rate of co lo r formation was strongly dependent on the anount of water 
In  the reaction Md1u* (see experimental, Chapter i ) .  S u rp ris in g ly, rapid  
co lor formation was observed even when water constituted only 1.51 of the 
•odium. Results from the photochronic study suggested that there existed a 
strong macroion-water In teraction . These considerations prompted the 
fo llow ing k inetics study.
Experimental
When 4,4*-b1pyridine reacts w ith «  * '-p-dlbromoitylene (equation 1) in  a 
dloxane/wster solution a white p re cip ita te  Is  observed to  form a fte r about IS 
minutes. Thus, the technique employed to  study the k inetics of th is  reaction
( f t  g 1 d fg  1 ad concentredden opsel to  0.25 N) had to  be applicable to  so lid  
I t f t e  analyst#/ fuaetttan lve Infrared spectroscopy was considered to  be the 
most s u ltib le  ladm l f w  provided that d is tin c t nononer and polymer absorption
bands were present. Reaction progress could be easily monitored by taking the 
ra tio  of the nononer absorbance to the polymer absorbance as a function of 
tin e . Fortunately, the Infrared spectra of tho eononort and tho polymer 
contained m veret vib rational bands. The b lpyrld lne bend at 1590 cm*1 was 
chbWMt «e  foltew  the dlaappeirence of the nononer, while the product band at 
MRO cm"1 wee chosen he fe llow  tho appearance of tho polymer as a function of 
tin e . Tbote 1n#«ifb§ bn** are shwn In  figure  14,
H i  shhirptlrtit Ift 1590 cm*1 in  b lp y rld lM  has boon assigned to  an 
aromptlc rin g  stretching node v ib ra tion  having synmatry,44' 45 This hand 
was chosen to  fo llow  nomanor disappearance fo r several reasons. F irs t , Its
In tensity was found to  decrease stead ily as a function of time. Second, th is  
band was Isolated fro* a ll other solvent and monomer absorptions. F in a lly , no 
appreciable product absorption occurred at th is  frequency.
The polymer absorption band at 1640 cm"1 results fro* a vibration  In the 
blpyrldyllum  structural unit.*® Although no detailed vibrational analysis has 
been reported on the blpyrldyllum  Ion, a ll Infrared spectra of th is  compound 
presented In the lite ra tu re  show a strong absorption at th is  frequency.*®"4® 
Furthermore, quaternarlzation of pyrid ine Is  known to  bring about a frequency 
s h ift from 1583 cm"1 to 1631cm"1, s im ila r to that observed fo r the b l­
pyrldyllum  1on.4®*5® The 1640 cm"1 band observed fo r PXV-Br2 was found to  
Increase steadily 1n In tensity as a function of time, Moreover, I t  was 
Isolated from a ll other monomer, product, and dloxane bands. However, HgO 
absorbs Infrared radiation at 1645 cm*1 and since the reaction rate was to be 
studied as a function of water concentration th is  absorption posed a serious 
problem. This problem was overcome by replacing HgO w ith D20 since the la tte r 
has no appreciable absorption at e ither of the frequencies of In te rest.
Reaction progress was monitored by taking a small quantity (1-2 drops) of 
the reaction s lu rry at the appropriate time, placing it  d ire c tly  between two 
NaCI IR windows, and recording the Infrared spectrum from 1680 cm*1 to  1660 
cm'1. Not only was th is  method of sampling the simplest, but I t  also was 
found to  be the most accurate. Pressed p e lle t and m il techniques could not 
be employed because considerable reaction was found to  take place In  th e ir 
preparation. Since neither dloxane nor DgO absorb IR radiation in  the region 
of In terest, and since the s lu rrie s  could be measured d ire c tly  from the 
reaction vessel without further preparation, the s lu riy  method of sampling was 
chosen. This method assumes that the s lu rry Is  homogeneous with respect to  
the d istrib u tion  of absorbing species and that I t  Is  representative of the 
bulk sample. Under these conditions, the monomer to  polymer absorbance ra tio  
becomes Independent of path length. To assure that these conditions were met,
four scans from each sample at each time were taken and the average absorbance 
ra tio  of these scans was used to monitor reaction progress.
Infrared spectra were recorded on a Beckman 4240 infrared spectrometer. 
The s i l t  width (0.6 mm) and gain control (2.2) were adjusted fo r quantitative 
analysis so as to increase the signal to noise ra tio . ■ The data were 
obtained as percent transmittance and converted to absorbance using equation 2
I n
(2) A * log -j—
where A * absorbance, I 0 is the in ten sity of the Incident beam measured from 
the baseline to the zero percent lin e , and I is  the in tensity of transmitted 
radiation, measured from the transmittance lin e  at the frequency of Interest 
to the zero percent lin e . The baseline was drawn tangent to the shoulders of 
the transmittance peaks.
The reaction was run at a concentration of 0.2S0 t  .001 M 1i each monomer 
at a temperature of 24 t  2*C. The monomers were p u rifie d  by methods described 
1n chapter 2. 0.976 t  .001 gram (0.00626 mole) of b ipyrid ine was weighed Into 
a 25 ml volumetric fla sk . Enough fresh ly opened p-dioxane (contains less than 
0.0011 HgO) was added to  completely dissolve th is  so lid . Next, the 
appropriate amount of water (0£0) was ca re fu lly weighed into the flask which 
was then f il le d  to the mark with p-dioxane. The flask as tig h tly  sealed and 
stored overnight In a desiccator. In a separate SO ml round-bottome fla sk , 
containing a magnetic s t ir re r , was placed 1.650 * .001 grams (0,00625 mole) of 
t i t ' -p-dlbromoxylene. The reaction was started by emptying the contents of 
the volumetric flask in to  the round bottom flask at ti»M  t  * 0. The reaction 
flask was tig h tly  stoppered to  prevent atmospheric moisture from entering. At 
the appropriate time the flask was opened long enough to  remove a smaple of 
the reaction mixture fo r Infrared analysis.
Results
Typical p lots of reaction progress vs. time fo r several d iffe re n t water
concentrations are shown In figure  15. Reaction progress 1s defined ty
: :AaoWilier y .
^polymer* ^monomer ,
Is  the absofbahce at 1640 cm’ 1. This quantity Is  related to the fractional
concentration of monomer by the re la tion  shown In equation 3. Here CM 1s the
concentration of monomeric absorbing species, Cp Is  the concentration of
C
(3) reaction progress * ^   ^ y  y y  j  1
polymeric absorbing species, and ICp/K,,, Is  the ra tio  of the extinction  
coeffic ien t at 1640 cm’ 1 to  the extinction  coeffic ien t at 1590 cm*1. Assuming 
Kp/K,,, to be u n ity, equation 3 1s equal to the fractiona l concentration of 
monomer present.
Several observations can be made from the p lots shown In fig u re  15.
F irs t, the rate of the reaction Is seen to be strongly dependent of the 
concentration of water present, agreeing with the qu a lita tive  observations.
The reaction rate can be defined as -d/dt (reaction progress) and thus can be 
d ire c tly  obtained from the slopes of the reaction progress vs. time curve in  
figure  15. These data are summarized In Table 1. Second, the In it ia l values 
of the reaction progress, recorded at 165 minutes, are nearly Independent of 
the concentration of water. These values were recorded -  2 hr. a fte r In it ia l 
p recip ita tion  had occurred. At th is  time most of the precip itates were s t i l l  
white In color. Shortly a fter th is  point, however, color began to  develop in  
those reaction flasks containing appreciable amounts of water. Third, the 
reaction flasks containing re la tiv e ly  l i t t le  or no water are much less reacted 
than those containing higher concentrations, even a fte r 60 hours (2 1/2 days).
I f  the reaction rate at time t  * 400 minutes 1s plotted against the 
number of molecules of water per repeating u n it, the curve shown in  figure  16
where V>nomer the absorbance at 1590 cm*1 and Apotmer
Is  generated. This curve has three d is tin c tive  regions. When less than 2 
Molecules of water per repeating unit are present, almost no rate Increase Is  
observed re la tive  to  the sample grown In the absence of water. When the 
number of molecules of water per repeating unit s lig h tly  exceeds 2.5, however, 
a very sharp rate acceleration Is  observed. At the peak In th is  curve there 
exists a 4 fo ld  Increase In the reaction rate re la tive  to the sample grown 
under anhydrous conditions. However, beyond th is  point the rate again becomes 
almost Independent of the concentration of water.
Discussion
The photochromlc a c tiv ity  of PXV-B^ was shown In the previous chapter to 
be strongly dependent of the degree of hydration. Evidence was presented 
which suggested the existence of an association between the polyion chains and 
hydration water molecules. Other Investigators have proposed the existence of 
a strong Interaction between hydration water and macroion segments and some of 
th e ir findings were went honed In the background section,*9*2® The results 
obtained from the present kinetics study have also been Interpreted fay 
Invoking such considerations.
Nonoalkylation of blpyrld lne 1s expected to proceed rap id ly owing to  the 
strong nucleophilic characteristics of th is molecule, (bice th is  protect has 
formed, however, the nucleoph illc lty of the unalkylated pyrid ine  ring Is  
expected to be reduced due to resonance and Inductive effects brought about by 
the f ir s t  quaternarlzation. Although no formal Investigation on the kinetics 
of b lpyrld lne a lkyla tion  has been reported to  substantiate these claim s, 
Ind irect evidence can be found to  support them. Arnett and Reich have 
recently studied e lectron ic effects on the rate of pyrid ine a lk y la tio n .52 
Their findings c le a rly showed that electron withdrawing groups (-CN) In the 4
position of the pyrid ine  ring  can su bstan tia lly reduce Its  re a c tiv ity . The 
nonoalkylated product can In  essence, he considered as a pyrid ine  d e riva tive  
•1th a strong electron withdrawing substituent In  Its  4 position . Its  
re a c tiv ity  should thus be reduced* pKa values can also be used as an 
Ind ication  of nucleoph lH clty. P yrl dines which are aost basic to  protons are 
found to be the most nucleophilic.** The pK# values of bl p yrl dine are 
reported to be 4,80 and 2.94 fo r pK#1 and pKa2 re sp e ctive ly .53 The reduction 
In  nitrogen b a s ic ity  a fte r monoalkyletlon Implies that s im ila r behavior can be 
expected fo r Its  nucleoph lH clty.
The constancy observed to the In it ia l values of reaction progress 
suggests that the in it ia l rate of reaction (equation 1) is  M a rly  Independent 
of the amount of water present. A fte r p re c ip ita tio n  has occurred, however, the 
reaction rate becomes strongly dependent of the amount of water present as 
shown in  figu re  15 and Table 1. This Inform ation, considered along w ith the 
expected nucleophilic behavior of monoalkyleted b lp yrld le e , suggests that the 
o rig in a l p re cip ita te  Is a mixture of monoalkyleted products (XlX)and (XX).
The rate at which (X IX ) and (XX) form 1s proposed to  be nearly indtpondent of
XIX J J
the amount of water present in  the reaction medium. The fu rther re a c tiv ity  i f  
these species to  form larger molecules, however. Is  strongly influenced by 
th is  parameter.
The rates ef denschutkin reactions are known to  he dependent en th e  
nature of the solvent. In general, reaction rates Increase as th e  d ie le c tr ic  
constant of the solvent Increases.54 In terns ef tra n s itio n  Mate theory, any
rate Increase 1s the result of a decreased activation energy. The activation 
energy of ary reaction can be lowered In e ither of two ways: by ra ising the 
energy of the ground state or by lowering the energy of the tra n s ition  
state. For the Menschutkin reaction Abraham has shown that the la tte r 
predomanates In high d ie le c tric  constant solvents.*^** This resu lt from the 
developing Ionic character 1n the tran sition  state. However, the 4 fo ld  rate 
increase observed 1n th is  stu<(y by the addition of less than 2.5* water to the 
reaction medium, cannot be d ire c tly  accounted for by consideration of bulk 
d ie le c tric  constant effects alone. Considering only these e ffects, one would 
expect a smooth, gradual rate increase per Increment change in the bulk d ie le c tric  
co n te n t.  Ihe peculiar shape of the rate vs. [DjO]/[repeating u n it] Indicates 
th *  mere camp Heated behavior is  influencing the reaction rate. F in a lly , the 
fact that reaction rates were independent of the amount of water present p rio r 
to p recip ita tion  suggests that changes in the d ie le c tric  constant which occur 
from edited water, are so small that they exert almost no influence on the rate.
*  explained before, the Mcrolon-aqua Interaction we* proposed to accownt 
fo r eh# hypsochromlc s h ift upon hyratlon and the shape of one F(RV) curve in 
f t p *  13. I t  1s proposed th *  c r it ic a l water concentration phenomena ■ n 
figures 13 end 16 art closely related. Several sim ilarities between the two 
c m  be found. Each of those curves plots a parameter th *  is  *ana»i*lve to  
local environmental affects (F (f£ ) and reaction rate) agafn tt -* *  numbsr  of 
water molecules per repeating u n it. Beth parameters show reg ionsW are there 
is  a strong dependence on the p e e *  of water prim e*. Furthers**, both 
parameters shew abrupt changes araund 6 meloculos *  wmter per r epeating 
u n it. F in a lly , they b*h approach a lim itin g  value beyond th is  tra n s itio n . 
Differences in  these curves can be noted, however, 1n the rep s*  *  low motor 
concentration, i f  one assumes that an interaction between mafmr 0 0  # w rto » 
F W -tr j chains Is  rtspoaslble fo r the rate behavior of th is  ram ctli eg M W  Mte 
peculiar cu r*  of figure  1C c m  be accounted fo r.
One such explanation accounting for th is behavior considers the 
ava ilab ility  of hydrated water molecules for participation In the transition  
state. The studies performed by Abraham showed that increased reaction rates 
in high d ie lectric  constant solvents result primarily from transition  state 
stab ilization  (as opposed to ground state destabilization).***** Sim ilarly, i f  
water molecules were readily available for participation in the transition  
state structure, stab iliza tion  of th is polar entity could be achieved leading 
to an increased rate. The exact role of solvation dynamics in the transition 
state is  l i t t le  understood at present but Arnett and Relch*^ have sugnontfed 
that such considerations play a dominating part in determining the enertitles 
of reactions. R itchie** has made the claim that “all patterns of reactivity 
and se lectiv ity in $0 reactions arise primarily from solvent and not from some 
inherent property of We solute reactants." Dynamic aspects of solvent 
organization in the transition  state structure seem to play an especially 
crucial role with henschntkin reactions because of the ir developing ionic 
charge,*** Water molecules, should th«y be available for participation in the 
transition state, can easily be imagined as having an important part in the 
stab ilization  of this entity.
lie  cruciaT role which water can play in the transition  state has been 
suggested, but th is alone does not account for the shape of the rate et. 
tD^Oj/rapeating unit] curve (figure 16). Also, the transition state argument 
does not account for the reaction rate being dependent on the quantity of w«t*e 
present only after precipitation has occurred, bomb of thee* ebseruntions can 
be accounted for fey considering an interaction hneemtn the gwnrtnf macro ion* 
and water molecules as described marlter. With regards in  the second of these 
observations, one would expect M l  p rio r to precipitation there ex ists very 
f«w quaternarlzed nitrogen atoms for meter te Interact mtth. Hus, the small 
amount of watif in She reaction medium M s  nothing more than to s lig h t ly  
inereis# tha eblk d ielectric constant of tha solvent. This increase is  not
very s ign ifica n t and hence the in it ia l rate appears to be Independent of added 
water (over the range of water concentrations studied). P recip ita tion  narks 
the point where an appreciable number of quatemarlzed nitrogen atoms have 
formed (structures XIX and XX). These provide sites of Interaction fo r water 
molecules present In the reaction medium. Such molecules can become associated 
with the growing chains and therefore be removed from the bulk medium. In 
essence, these associated water molecules have restricted  motion and are 
localized by th is association. This loca liza tion  effect results 1n a higher 
concentration of water molecules in the v ic in ity  of the reacting species.
These considerations account fo r the observation that reaction rates became 
dependent ON water concentration only a fte r p recip ita tion  occurs.
The above conclusions c m  now be used in explaining the "S" shape of the 
curve in figure  16. Dm  rate Increase has been suggested to result from 
partic ipation  of water In the tran sition  state structure. This water is  made 
more available by its  interaction with the growing polymer chains, resu lting in 
localized regions of high water concentration. It  1s now suggested that the 
a v a ila b ility  of th is  water fo r partic ipation  in the tran sition  state is  
reflected in the shape of the rate vs. [DjOj/Crepeattng u n it] curve. In the 
lower portion of th is  curve (below about 2 moleculas of water per repeating 
u n it) the lack of any appreciable rate Increase suggests tht water molecules 
are hound tig h tly  to the growing macroion chains, so much so that they are un­
available te partic ipate  in s ta b iliz in g  the tran sition  state structure. These 
water molecules may be considered as "s ite  bound* to postive nitrogen atoms 
forming 1o«-hydrate pairs held by Ion dipole forces. This binding results in 
th e ir loca liza tion  and restrict##  motion. Since they are unable te partic ipate 
In the tran sition  state structure, no rate enhancement Is observed.
The fact that the reaction rate suddenly becomes dependent on the quantity 
of water preeawt suggest* that beyond a certain c r it ic a l point, water molecules
are no longer t ig h t ly  entrapped by quaternarlzed nitrogen atom In p re-formed 
product. Instead, beyond th is  point s o il w ite r Molecules become more la b ile  1n 
the sense that they are now accessible fo r partic ipation  in  the transition  
state. In essence, water added beyond 2 molecules per repeating un it Is  not 
considered to be strongly associated w ith macroion segments. Thus the local 
concentration of water near the reacting species Is  much greater than i t  would 
be I f  water was homogeneously d istributed throughout the reaction medium, the 
fact that some of th is  water 1$ available fo r partic ipation  In  the tra n s ition  
state structure gives rise  to the observed rate acceleration bey id the f ir s t  
tran sition  point {figu re  16).
The leve ling  o ff effect observed fo r the curve shown In  figure  16 at 
higher concentrations of water Implies that macroion chains become saturated 
with bound water in  th is  region. I f  o.ie assumes that the amount of water bound 
up by the growing macroions reaches a maximum value, then no further rate 
acceleration Is expected. A ll additional water added Is  thus considered to be 
bulk water. The apparent saturation of po'ylon hydration Is  observed a fte r 6.1 
molecules of water per repeating un it are present in the reaction medium. This 
agrees well w ith the c r it ic a l value of S.9 measured through the photochromlc 
experiments.
Considering the“S" shaped curve In figure  16 to re fle c t the a v a ila b ility  
of water fo r partic ipation  In the tran sition  state structure, n icely accounts 
fo r the rate dependence of equation 1 on the amount of water present In  the 
medium. Based on these considerations, water can be c lass ified  Into three 
groups. The f ir s t  class would be molecules d ire c tly  bound to  the macroion 
chains. These molecules, consisting of about 2 per repeating u n it, are 
considered to have highly restricted  motion due to th is binding. The second 
class would be molecules associated with the macroion but In an Ind irect 
manner. These molecules may fo r Instance be hydrogen bonded to water molecules 
of the f ir s t  type. Furthermore, these molecules, consisting of 4 per repeating
37
unit, are considered to be relatively labile. The third class would be 
Molecules not associated with the ■ acrotons. These Molecules are considered as 
free or bulk water and are present only after 6 Molecules per repeating unit 
have been added to the Medina. Interestingly, Tsuchlda's DSC analysis of bound 
water to PW-Brg led bin to a similar classification of water Molecules.20
CONCLUSION
th is study was aimed at Investigating tha synthesis and properties of 
lonene polymers containing p yrid in lue  structura l u n its . These polymers mere 
found to have In teresting photochromlc properties which were strongly dependent 
on the nature of the counter Ion, the temperature, the chemical structure of 
the pyrldlnlum  u n it, and the degree of hydration. One of the major focuses of 
th is  study mas to quantify these observations by reflectance spectroscopy and 
elucidate the o rig in  of the chromogenlc a c t iv ity .
Oependlng on the conditions and molecular structure, these lonene polyemrs 
mere found to  exh ib it almost every color In  the v is ib le  spectrum. A complete 
l is t  of the photochromlc observations discovered In th is  study has been 
compiled In Appendix I I .  the wide range of chromogenlc a c t iv ity  observed fo r 
th is  class of stable chemical e n title s  makes them strong candidates fo r use In 
visual display devices or other optical applications.
Another area Investigated 1n th is  study mas the nature of the macroion- 
aqua In teraction . Characteristics of th is  Interaction mere explored by 
studying the photochromlc behavior and k inetics of PXV-Br2 synthesis as a 
function of mater present since both of these factors are sensitive to  local 
molecular environment. Strong evidence mas presented mhlch suggested a 
specific macroion-mater association.
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Table 1 : Reaction ra te  versus degree o f h y d ra tio n .
Molecules OyO/Repeat Unit_______________Reaction Rate (min.**) x 10*
0.00 2.57
1.S3 2.39
3.68 4.67
5.44 6.93
8.19 8.89
12.07 9.58
FIG U R E CAPTIONS
Figure I :  Schematic diagram of spectroref lactometer and In tegra ting sphere.
Figure 2: Electronic absorption spectrum of PXV-Brg In  aqueous solution .
Figure 3: Reflectance spectra of PXV-Br^ and Its  model compound (X IV ).
Figure 4: Reflectance spectra of PXV-Xj (X * C l. Br, I ) .
Figure 5: Reflectance spectra of PXV-Br, ( X I I I ) .  PXPV-Br» (XV), and PXPE-8r« 
(X V I). z
Figure 6: Effect of hydration on the reflectance spectrum of PXV-Br<>.
Figure 7: Reflectance spectra of PXV-8r«.n (H?0) re la tive  to  the reflectance of
anhydrous PXV-Br2.
Figure 8: Reflectance spectra of PXV-Br2 at ambient temperature, at 153*C, and 
cooled sample.
Figure 9: Reflectance spectra of PXV-Brg at various temperutres re la tive  to  the 
reflectance of an unheated sample.
Figure 10: Q ua lita tive  energy level diagram fo r a repeating un it of PXV-Brg 
showing the formation of charge-transfer states and the re lationsh ip  
between the Ion ization  potential of the donor and the charge-transfer 
energy le ve l.
Figure 11: Q ualita tive  energy level diagram fo r PXPE and PXPV repeating units 
showing the relationship between the electron a ff in ity  of the acceptor 
and the charge-transfer energy levels.
Figure 12: Energy level diagram showing the re la tive  e ffect of the macroion- 
aqua Interaction of the charge-transfer tra n s itio n  energy.
Figure 13: P lot of F(R^) at 534 nm versus the degree of hydration fo r  PXV-Brj.
Figure 14: IR bands used to monitor PXV k ine tics.
Figure 15: . versus time fo r PXV-Br^.
monomer ''polymer
Figure 16: Reaction rate at time t  ■ 400 min. vs. the degree of hydration.
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Appendix 1
Die schematic awdel used In the d e rlva tin  of the K«H function 1s shown 
below. Nonochroeatlc radiation w ith Incident flu x  !0. 1 Muni nates the iaip>1t
at x»0. Dm  radiation fle x  tra ve lin g  In  a p o s itive  d irection  throwgh the 
1nf1n1tes1«a1 layer dx, at thickness a, 1s give* *  I( x ) .  D*at In  the negative 
x d ire ction  1s given hy J (x ) . j # represents d iffu se ly  re flected  rad iation  
leading the saeple surface. Let k be the fra c tio n  of lig h t absorbed nor ra ft  
n th  fowfth In  the seep la . likew ise, lo t  s be the fraction  of M ght dhtth is  
scattered pot un it oath lenoth.
tln ce  rad iation w ith in  the sagpt# Is  assueed to  be d is trib u te d
is o tro p ic a lly, the t * « r  dx wit? be to  a lt angles, A
•' '‘?v.
particular ray traversing the layer 4  a t « n * t e t  f t ' l M l I i M l * ' : - - -
»
I t  is  evident that the average path length of radiation through dx w ill he 
somewhat larger than dx. For a p a rticu la r d irection  e , the path length 1« 
given by:
(1) dc dxcos e
I f  the p rob ab ility that a ray trave ls In d irection  s Is , -J - ( y )  <h. the mean 
value of the path length can be calculated by the In te g ra l:
*0 0
For Iso tro p ica lly  d istributed radiation dl/d» ■ 21. sin e cos s . Substituting 
th is  Into equation (2) gives:
(3) < fj • 2 dx/ s in s  d s
or
and s im ila rly
(4) <C"j ■ 2 dx
(S) C j  • -2 dx
Ihe negative sign 1n equation ( I )  results fro*  the fact that 4 trave ls  in  the 
negative x direction* Furthermore, equations H i  and ( I )  she* that the sian 
path length of d iffu se  radiation is  twice the geometrical layer thickness*
For flu x  in  the positive  x d irection , the decrease in  in ten sity l ( x ) ,  in  
passing through dx is  aqua) to  the sum of the fra ctio n  of flu x  absorbed and the 
fraction  of flu x  scattered. Ihe scattered part of J (x )  however, reinforces 
M s) and thus the overall change 1n I ( x ) ,  passing through dx 1st
and s im ila rly
(7) dJ ■ -kJ d tj -  sJ <fej ♦ si dc£•
Substituting aquation (4) In to aquation (6) and aquation (5) Into aquation (7) 
g lvas:
(8) dl ■ -2kldx -  2s Idx + 2s Jdx
(9) -dJ ■ -2kJdx -  2s Jdx > 2s dx
Letting K ■ 2k and S » 2s and substituting thesa Into aquations (8) and 
rasults In :
(10) dl/dx • -(K*S)l ♦ SJ
(11) -dJ/dx • -(K*S)J ♦ SI
D ividing aquations (10) and (11) by S and lo ttin g  a • k ';_ -c glvost
1/S (dl/dx) -  -a l ♦ J
•1/S (dJ/dx) • -aJ ♦ 1
D ividing aquation (12) by I and aquation (13) by J  than adding tha two togather 
y la ld s :
(14 ) l/ s  -  ^ * 3  •  -fa  ♦ j
M ultip lying aquation (14) by -(J / D  ®1vas:
(IS ) 1/S ■ 2a ($) -  1 -  ($)*,
Oaflnlng J / I  -  roftoctanco •  r, and noting that tha to m  In braekots on tno 
la f t  band s1da o f aquation (IS ) aguals d r/d x, y to ld * aquation ( 1 7 ) i y -
(17) i n  ( j| )  • 2ar -  1 -  r2
To obtain reflectance as a function of a and the reflectance of the background 
m aterial, equation (17) Is  Integrated over the en tire  sample thickness subject 
to  the boundary conditions:
49
* • 0 ( J p/ I0) • R • reflectance of sample
x ■ d (J / l )K. <J • R- • reflectance of background
The Integration can be performed by p a rtia l fraction  decomposition and results 
In equation (18).
( R - a v a - l M R . - a V a M )
In ------ ------*--------- 3 •  2s¥a‘ -l
(R -a V a - l ) ( R -a v a M )
When d — * -  the denominator of equation 18 goes to aero, Rg — •» 0 and 
R — -* R^. Setting the denominator of equation 18 to  sero g lvas:
(19) O •  -(i-/aM )(1 J,-o¥ *-1)
or
(20) R, • a ■ /a * -l
Substituting a •  into equation (20) gives upon rearrangement
( 21) | H V
which I t  th e  Kebelke-ftink fu n c tio n .
so
Appendix u
Conditions Observations Comaents
l ) Saturated PXV 
solution
White p recip ita te toss of Intimate 
Ion p a ir structure 
(see te x t ) .
2) Variation of counter 
Ion
PXV-CU pale green 
PXV~Br| ye llo w - 
orange
P X V -I- red-orange 
(ru s t)
Change 1n charge- 
transfer energy 
levels (see te x t).
3) Variation of pyM d- 
In i urn e lectron ic 
structure.
PXV yellow -oranM  
PXPV yellow-orange 
PXPE white
Change In  charge- 
tran sfe r energy 
levels (see te x t).
4) PXV-8r» (anhydrous) 
plus nfnute quantities 
Of water
orange to yellow  
tra n s itio n
Change 1n charge- 
transfer energy 
leve ls (see te x t).
S) Heat PXV-Br- above 
110*C
Vellow to  orange 
tra n s itio n
Surface detv drat to*.
« ) Allow heated sanple
to  cool
Orange to  yellow  
tra n s itio n
Surface rehydration.
?) PXV-Bp* plus lonlzsd 
PM (PXV-PM complex
formation)
Yellow In dloxane/ 
water ntdiue:
White In aqueous 
medium.
8} PXV-PM complex 1lt 
p h is  to lu e n e
yel1ow  t o  w h its 
t r a n s i t i o n ; t f  
w h its  product is  
Is o la te d  I t  slow ly 
S f s t  In to  »  green
9 ) P X V -P M  prosn s o lid  
placed In  organic 
so lve n t
green to  yellow  
tra n s itio n
10) PXV-PM coop lax
saturated w ith water, 
then - — J
White to blue 
tra n s itio n
11) PXV aqueous solution 
plus mOH solution
m
v io le t p recip ita te
►lorless solutionfront col
violet to oranee 
t r a n s i t i o n ; 
re v e rs ib le  process
i .
I l l l i i
.xiU-
A d d itio n  o f tolueeo
1 a n e w  i j M  f  p v x m q p p w  ’i ^ d r o r
Is  rnato 
tlfw -
**»r«wr
Rapid and rovers 1h lo »
R adical c a tio n  
fo rm atio n ?
Radical c a tio n  
fo re ta tlo n .
O x id a tio n  t o  m ,»
7 ' 1111
